Infant Snooze

Your Baby Matters
www.iBabyGuard.com

Infant Snooze
Detects & Actively Displays Your Baby’s Breath Count
Works With Apple & Android Devices

Tested in Hospital
and
Accuracy Validated
Proven Safe For Babies

Infant Snooze
1) Size : 620mm x 321mm x 30mm
2) Power Supply : 4 x AA dry cell batteries

Parent Unit (sold separately)
1) Size : 60mm x 89mm x 22mm
2) Power Supply : 2 x AAA dry cell batteries

Award Winning Baby Sleep Monitor That
Detects & Actively Displays Your Baby’s Breath Count
On Apple & Android Devices
Ease of Use with 3 Simple Steps
* Download & set up Apps on Apple & Android Devices
* Baby sleeps on Infant Snooze
* Power on Infant Snooze & monitoring starts

Safe For Baby
* Uses ﬁbre optics light sensing technology
without emitting electrical energy
* Battery operated, no cords or wires

2 - Way Communication
* 2-Way audio communication between
Infant Snooze and Parent Unit (Optional Item)

** For eﬀective monitoring, baby’s weight should fall within the range of 2kg -12 kg

iBabyGuardTM Infant Snooze Features On
Apple & Android Devices:
iOS

Android OS

* Active Monitoring on baby
* Displays sleep pattern graphically on Apple & Android Devices

* Alarms when sleeping baby has no breath count
* For Parent’s peace of mind

* Logs the quality & duration of baby’s sleep
* No more paper & pencil recording

* Streams MP3 audio ﬁles from Apple & Android Devices to
Infant Snooze to calm your baby

** Eﬀective monitoring range is up to 25m, depending on type of smartphones or tablets

iBabyGuardTM Infant Snooze
A newborn baby may sleep as much as 16 hours or more a day. It is vital to
monitor your little one’s sleep to ensure that your baby is safe and sound.
However, it can be physically demanding to constantly check on your
baby while juggling with daily activities. At iBabyGuardTM, we share the
same joy and concern with new parents all over the world as they embark
on their journey into parenthood. The iBabyGuardTM Infant Snooze is
every parents’ essential tool for a Peace of Mind.
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Why iBabyGuardTM Infant Snooze:
TM

Only iBabyGuardTM Infant Snooze
* DETECTS & ACTIVELY DISPLAYS your baby’s breath count to better monitor
your sleeping baby
* Giving you a True Peace of Mind
Parents/Caregivers

Audio Monitors

* Impossible to keep watch on baby 24/7
* A baby who has stopped breathing looks
sound asleep
Limitations
Movement Monitors

* Can only hear sounds that baby makes
* What if baby chokes on milk?
Video Monitors

* Requires constant monitoring
* A baby that has stopped breathing looks
sound asleep

* Mattress dependant therefore not portable
* Electrical Cord may pose strangulation risks

iBabyGuardTM Infant Snooze is not a medical device nor a device that prevents Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome (SIDS) or ‘cot death’. Babies with a known predisposition to any breathing
abnormality including apnea should be monitored by a doctor. Please seek advise from
doctors or health care professionals for medical diagnosis or when unsure of any symptoms.

Supported By

iBabyGuardTM Infant Snooze is NOT a substitute for proper adult supervision. It is important
that an adult stays within range of the iBabyGuardTM Infant Snooze at all times during use.
It calls for your attention when it detects potentially dangerous situations. Never neglect the
safety guidelines on baby’s sleeping conditions.
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